Abstract. We present results of an H I study of a complete sample of nearby radio galaxies. Our goal is to investigate whether merger or interaction events could be at the origin of the radio-AGN activity. Around five of our radio galaxies, hosted mainly by early-type galaxies, we detect extended H I in emission. In most cases this H I is distributed in large (up to 190 kpc) and massive (up to MH I ∼ 10 10 M⊙) disk-or ring-like structures, that show fairly regular rotation around the host galaxy. This suggests that in these systems a major merger did occur, but at least several Gyr ago. For the H I-rich radio galaxy B2 0648+27 we confirm such a merger origin through the detection of a post-starburst stellar population that dominates the visible light throughout this system. The timescale of the current episode of radio-AGN activity in our H I-rich radio galaxies is many orders of magnitude smaller than the merger timescales. Therefore the radio-AGN activity either started late in the lifetime of the merger event, or is not directly related to the merger event at all. Another intriguing result is that the H I-rich (> 10 9 M⊙) radio galaxies in our sample all have compact radio sources, while none of the extended radio sources contain these amounts of extended H I. This strongly suggests that there is a relation between the size of the radio jet and the presence of large amounts of neutral gas associated with the host galaxy.
Introduction
Merger and interaction events can supply the central regions of galaxies with gas. They even have often been invoked to remove enough angular momentum from this gas so that it can be accreted onto a super-massive central black hole and in that way serve as fuel to drive an Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN). While there are studies that indeed find a correlation between merger/interaction events and AGN activity (e.g. Heckman et al. 1986 , Wu et al. 1998 , Canalizo & Stockton 2001 , other studies find no such correlation (for example Lutz et al. 1998 , Dunlop et al. 2003 , Grogin et al. 2005 . In this paper we present results of a project aimed at looking for merger or interaction events in a complete sample of nearby radio galaxies in order to investigate whether such a correlation exists for this type of AGN.
As a tracer for the merger/interaction events we use H I observations and additional optical long-slit spectra. In a merger involving gas-rich systems, part of the Correspondence to: emonts@astro.rug.nl gas serves as fuel to ignite bursts of star formation (e.g. Barnes & Hernquist 1996 , Mihos & Hernquist 1996 , Kapferer et al. 2005 , Springel et al. 2005 , while another part is expelled to form faint but extended structures (tidaltails, bridges, shells, disks, etc.) that can survive for a long time, even when in the optical kinematic signatures of the merger have already faded away (e.g. Barnes 2002 , Hibbard & van Gorkom 1996 . From the analysis of the neutral gas we derive the properties of a possible merger event as well as the timescales involved. These are constrained even further by determining the ages of the stellar populations in these radio galaxies from our optical spectra. We compare this with the properties of the radio sources, in order to establish whether or not there is a relation between merger events and AGN activity in these nearby radio galaxies.
Sample selection
Our sample consist of 19 northern radio galaxies from the B2-catalog (F 408MHz > ∼ 0.2 Jy) up to a redshift of z = 0.04, 3.2 Starbursts Table 1 . H I around radio galaxies. Given is the name andin case the data is from the literature -the reference for the H I mass (+ other related references), the NGC number, the total H I mass detected in emission (sources from the literature have masses corrected for our assumed distance to the galaxy), the size of the H I structure (or distance to the host galaxy for B2 1322+36), and the morphology of the H I structure (D = disk, R = ring, S = shell, B = "blob"). observed with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) and the Very Large Array (VLA) in C-configuration. The sample is a complete sample, with the restriction that we left out (1) sources in dense cluster environments (since here merger features are likely wiped out on relatively short timescales); (2) BL-Lac objects (since we do not know their radio properties). The sample consists of 6 compact (< 15 kpc) and 13 extended FR-I (> 15 kpc) radio sources, which mainly have early-type host-galaxies. We do not have any powerful FR-II sources in our sample, since they are found at higher z, where it is difficult to observe H I in emission. In addition we observed 2 more compact radio sources that were not in the original sample, although we stress that these two sources are left out of the statistical analysis of the sample. In a future paper we will also present the results of an additional small sample of bright southern radio sources.
Results

Neutral hydrogen gas
Of our complete sample of 19 galaxies, we detect H I in emission associated with 5 (or 26%) of them, as well as around NGC 3894, which was observed as one of the two additional compact radio sources (Section 2). The total intensity images of these H I structures are shown in Figure 1 (one of our sample sources, B2 1217+29, was already observed by Raimond et al. 1981 , Lees 1994 . 1718 -649 (Véron-Cetty et al. 1995 . Most of the H I-rich radio galaxies contain a compact radio source (we will get back to this in Section 3.3).
It is striking that a number of nearby radio galaxies, which are mostly hosted by early-type galaxies, contain vast amounts of H I, in some cases with masses more than 10 10 M ⊙ and spread across structures over 100 kpc in size. We argue that these large H I structures are likely relics of a major merger event. Although there is still a varying degree of asymmetry visible in some of the H I structures, the H I is in most cases located in regular rotating disk-or ring-like structures. This morphology of the H I structures suggests that the merger must have happened at least several Gyr ago, after which the gas had a few galactic orbits time to fall back onto the host galaxy (e.g. Barnes 2002 ). B2 1322+36 and B2 0722+30 show only modest amounts of H I (∼ 10 8 M ⊙ ) associated with the radio galaxy. Although for B2 0722+30 most of this H I is again located in a disk, in both these galaxies we detect H I "blobs" in the direction of a nearby companion galaxy, possibly tracing a bridge-like structure. From Figure  1 it is also clear that in particular B2 0722+30 and NGC 3894 are located in an H I-rich environment of nearby interacting galaxies.
H I absorption is detected in at least seven of our sample sources. The only source for which the H I is slightly extended in absorption against the radio lobes is B2 1322+36, in the other cases the absorption is unresolved against the central component. This includes the sources found in H I emission (except B2 1217+29, which has no apparent absorption; Lees 1994) as well as a few extended sources for which no H I emission was detected. A more detailed study of the H I absorption is necessary to trace the gas in the central region of the radio galaxies.
In a future paper (Emonts et al. in prep.) we will present a detailed analysis of the H I emission features, investigate the role of the H I environment on the AGN activity, and study the H I absorption properties of our sample sources.
Starbursts
Optical long-slit spectra of our H I-rich radio galaxies that we took with the William Herschel Telescope (WHT) can be used to determine the stellar populations in these systems by modeling the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) (see Tadhunter et al. 2002 , 2005 . In this way we can trace and date possible starbursts that are related to the merger event. The first radio galaxy in our sample for which we did such an analysis is B2 0648+27, as shown in Fig. 2 (Emonts et al. 2005 in prep. ). The early-type host-galaxy is dominated by a post-starburst stellar population of only about 0.2 Gyr old. The offset in time between the early stage of the merger (roughly 2 Gyr ago as concluded from the H I distribution) and the ignition of the starburst in B2 0648+27 can be explained when the progenitor galaxies already contained a bulge component, that stabilized the central region from forming gravitational instabilities until the second encounter of the progenitor galaxies (see models by e.g. Mihos & Hernquist 1996, Kapferer et al. 2005 , Fig. 1 . 0th-moment total intensity maps of the H I emission (red) around five nearby radio galaxies from our sample. Radio continuum of our sample sources is only shown in the cases where the radio source is resolved (blue contours). Springel et al. 2005) . We will also model the spectra of the other H I-rich radio galaxies in order to look for (post)-starburst stellar populations, which could further constrain the age and properties of the merger event in these systems.
Radio sources
The radio continuum structure of two of the H I-rich radio galaxies in our sample (B2 0258+35 and B2 0648+27) has been studied in detail at VLBI-scale by Giroletti et al. (2005a) . They estimate that the radiative age of these sources is about 1 Myr, although there are also regions of likely much older continuum-emission, which suggests that these sources could have been confined for a significant time. Also for B2 1217+28 Giroletti et al. (2005b argue that low-velocity jets in this very nearby radio galaxy cannot bore through the local ISM and escape. Nevertheless, we expect that the age of these three radio sources is still at least a few orders of magnitude smaller than the timescale of the merger events. We expect that the same is true for the other radio sources in our sample, since the typical lifetime of FR-I radio sources is generally believed to be only several ×10 7 yr (e.g. Parma et al. 2002) . The other compact sources in the H I-rich radio galaxies can even be much younger than this, although it is uncertain whether these sources are compact because they are young, or because they have been confined for a significant time.
A very interesting result from our study is shown in Figure 3 , where we plot the mass of the extended H I observed in our sample sources (or an upper limit in case of nondetection) against the size of the radio source. There is an apparent relation between the size of the radio source and the H I content in nearby radio galaxies, in the sense that large amounts of H I (> 10 9 M ⊙ ) are only found around galaxies with a compact radio source, while none of the galaxies with the more extended FR-I radio sources in our sample show such large amounts of H I.
Conclusions and discussion
(1) Detections of extended H I associated with nearby radio galaxies show mainly large and fairly regular rotating disk-like structures, which suggest that a major merger happened in these systems several Gyr ago. Since the typical lifetime of the radio source is likely much less than this, the current episode of radio-AGN activity must have started very late in the lifetime of the merger. Therefore the ignition of the radio-AGN is either significantly delayed, or it is not directly related to the merger event at all. (2) In 26% of our sample sources we detect extended H I. This detection rate is in agreement with detection rates of H I emission in samples of early-type galaxies that were not selected on the presence of AGN activity (see Morganti et al. in these proceedings) , although the different detection limits of the various samples and the optical classification of the host-galaxies deserves further attention before making a firm statement about this. Nevertheless, together with the fact that the massive H I disks that we find around our radio galaxies appear morphologically very similar to the H I disks found around some non-active early-type galaxies (Morganti et al. 1997 , Sadler et al. 2000 , Oosterloo et al. 2002 , this might be an indication that radio-AGN activity could occur at any point during the lifetime of any early-type galaxy.
(3) Large amounts of H I (> 10 9 M ⊙ ) are only found around compact radio sources, while none of the more extended FR-I radio sources in our sample show such large amounts of H I. The nature of this apparent relation is uncertain. Possibly large amounts of gas, which could have been transported to the central region of the galaxy during the merger event, can confine the radio source (confinement has been proposed for B2 0258+35, B2 0648+27 and B2 1217+29 by Giroletti et al. 2005a,b) . Alternatively, low-density H I structures could be ionized when the radio jets break through Fig. 3 . Total H I mass detected in emission plotted against the linear size of the radio sources. In case of non-detection an upper limit is given. The open circles and the arrows represent the sources that we observed, the closed circles are the two sources from the literature that we include for comparison. The numbers correspond to the sources as they are given in Table 1 . the galaxy. Simulations by Bicknell & Sutherland (these proceedings) show that the propagating jets trigger a spherical bow-shock that expands through the host galaxy. If extended gas structures are present, this mechanism might offer an explanation on how they can be ionized or possibly even heated to X-ray temperatures. A third possibility is that the galaxies that contain large amounts of H I and a compact radio source are fundamentally different from the galaxies with extended FR-I sources in our sample. More observations of the radio sources at VLBI-scales and of the host galaxies at wavelengths of ionized or X-ray gas are necessary to verify and explain the relation that we find between the size of the radio source and the H I content of the host galaxy.
